
HCL AppScan Standard

Security scans to identify, 
understand and remediate 
application vulnerabilities 

Overview
AppScan Standard is a dynamic analysis tool designed for security experts and pen-testers to use when performing security tests on 

web applications and web services.  It runs automatic scans that explore and test web applications based on one of the most 

powerful scanning engines available. Quickly triage and prioritize issues using the wealth of information provided, including test 

descriptions and vulnerabilities found. Issue remediation is easy using the advisories and fix recommendations for each issue 

detected. Testing your web applications before deployment and continuously assessing their risks in your production environment 

can help prevent expensive web application security breaches. AppScan Standard features:

• Testing for web apps, web services and even mobile back-ends

• Protection for the most complex use cases

• Test optimization

• Enhanced insight

Benefits
Reduce risk exposure, maximize remediation efforts, enhance security program management and increase regulatory compliance 

with HCL AppScan Standard. 

Avoid security vulnerabilities 

before hackers discover and 

exploit them

In-depth security analysis 

Detailed results and 

actionable fix 

recommendations

Achieve regulatory 

compliance
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About HCL Software

HCL Software is a division of HCL Technologies (HCL) that operates its primary software business. It develops, markets, sells, and 
supports over 20 product families in the areas of DevSecOps, Automation, Digital Solutions, Data Management, Marketing and 
Commerce, and Mainframes. HCL Software has offices and labs around the world to serve thousands of customers. Its mission is to 
drive ultimate customer success with their IT investments through relentless innovation of its products. For more information,
please visit www.hcltechsw.com.

Features
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Extensive reporting offers great insights of the issues found to simplify 

issue triaging and resolution. Comprehensive list of compliance and 

industry standard reports (such as PCI, HIPPA, OWASP top 10, SANS 25, 

etc.) assist you in meeting regulatory requirements.

Enhanced insight

AppScan can tailor its testing for all needs. With its advanced configuration, 

users are empowered to scan even the most complex scenarios. AppScan 

supports recording and testing complex multi-step sequences, dynamically 

generate unique data and tracking all kinds of headers and tokens.

Handles the most 
complex use cases

Statistical analysis test optimization provides control on the trade-off 

between speed and coverage, and enables faster scans with minimal impact 

on accuracy.

Test Optimization

Employ the latest algorithms and techniques to ensure the most accurate 

explore coverage and testing. Leverage AppScan’s unique Action Based 

technology and tens of thousands of built-in tests to best handle real world 

applications from simple web apps, through single page applications to 

JSON based REST APIs

Test web apps, web 
services and even 
mobile back-ends


